An Albion in the Antarctic
st_james_park_press ANNOUNCING pre-orders open today for the next publication from the St James Park Press. ‘An Albion in the Antarctic’ tells the story of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s printing of the first book in Antarctica during his 1907-9 Nimrod Expedition. The edition is limited to only 40 copies, printed on an Albion Press, and features, amongst other things, a wood engraving commissioned for the book by the fantastic Paul Kershaw, as well as a specimen of watermarked Abbey Mills Greenfield paper as used in the original book. The edition is priced at £475 but pre-orders can be had for only £375. Copies have already been sold so please message me early to avoid missing out. The edition will be ready in early 2019. #antarctic #shackleton #letterpress #albionpress #printing #bookarts #paulkershaw #abbeymills #caslon #joyce #wild #auroraustralis #limitededition
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